
Elephant in the Room

Thundamentals

You can bring along your wishlist
Sing your song of six pence
Life's a box of chocolates
Pick and spot the difference
Meet me in the middle, chill with Mr. Optimistic
When all we ever wanted wasn't what we got to live with
Bit of foresight, with a dollar to trick, true
But you can't kick it in the past
Steady gonna fix so you can live it in the now
Missing it once when you were figuring it out
It's about that time, like the 8: 08
Cause there ain't no way I'm a stay and play those games
[?] same old shit while I bounce outside
Cause there ain't no doubt
When I kiss to the vinyl things disappear to my eye
You think I'm weird, my beer in the lights
Better with my fears I'm clearing I might
As well face it, its basic shit's steering so fast so take it

Every man is a [?] in disguise
But few have a voice I'm prepared to debate with

All they're saying doesn't really mean a thing to us
And we don't want to talk about it we just want to fill a cup
We on the same shit different day I don't want to interrupt
The elephant is in the room nobody's gonna give a fuck
I'm so vain and its OK we only want the finer things

Like big gun, false names, fast cars, ivory
Faux pas, cocaine, nose jobs, irony
Get iced off, white dust, gold chains and diamond rings
I'm so vain and its OK we only want the finer things
Like big gun, false names, fast cars, ivory
Faux pas, cocaine, nose jobs, irony

Get iced off, white dust, gold chains and diamond rings
I'm so vain and its OK we only want the finer things

This is so I can remember, the reason why I made this
Sometimes its like I'm caged in so I wrote this to escape it
I feel like I been waiting for them to take me on their spaceship
Instead skip the phrase, its a different day, but we be on that same shit
I don't want to think about it (nah)
I just want to fill a cup, live it up
Trying to get a drink around it
I'm a drown my sorrows when I down these bottles
Tell me how this shit is sounding
I ain't no role model I'm a go home blotto
And I feel so lotto
Living on a hope and a prayer do you care
No my soul ain't hollow
Y'all know the motto "Fuck Tony"
I still got love for my homies
They're the only people that know me
So why do I feel so lonely cause I'm OG
I was raised in a place where we never spoke about our problems
And to keep it one hundred we just tryna get blunted
Blow hype 'till the motherfucking cops come



All they're saying doesn't really mean a thing to us
And we don't want to talk about it we just want to fill a cup
We on the same shit different day I don't want to interrupt
The elephant is in the room nobody's gonna give a fuck
All they're saying doesn't really mean a thing to us
(Big guns, false names, fast cars, ivory)
And we don't want to talk about it we just want to fill a cup
(Faux pas, cocaine, nose jobs, irony)
We on the same shit different day I don't want to interrupt
(Get iced off, white dust, gold chains and diamond rings)
The elephant is in the room nobody's gonna give a fuck
(I'm so vain and its OK we only want the finer things)
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